SIDEWIND DEFLECTOR
INSTALLATION and CLEANING
I - Sheet Number STMPD18 Rev.A

This product is designed to be placed on the trim surface of the door.
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70°-100° F (Install temp.)

D
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1

Clean outside of door trim and mirror cap where visor will attach with alcohol pad. (If Scotch Brite pad included, scuff
rubber trim first.)

2

Remove tape liner from the rear flange. Peel back 2” of tape liner from each end of top flange.

3

Align visor with previously cleaned trim.

4

Slide front end flange under the mirror cap. Carefully use a putty knife or loosen cap to create a gap if needed.

5

With deflector in final position, remove tape liner by pulling on free ends. Apply pressure to top and rear flanges to secure.

6

The rear visor attaches with the same preparation methods as the front visor.
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IMPORTANT: Clean with a SOFT cloth and soap and water ONLY! Using abrasive cleaners, chemicals, or solvents will VOID the warranty on this product.
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